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Washington, DC, June 28, 2017 — According to a recent online study conducted by Ipsos on behalf of TransUnion, more than eight in 
ten Gen Z youths (ages 13-17) are saving their money (83%), including just over half who say that they are saving for something in 
particular (52%) and another 35% who are saving, but not for anything specific. The remaining 17% of teenagers between the ages of 
13-17 say that they are not currently saving at all – and this proportion jumps to just over one in five among girls (21% vs. 14% boys) 
and 16-year-olds (21% vs. 12% 13 years old).  

 A similar proportion of Gen Zs - just under eight in ten (79%) - also say that they have saved their money for something they 
really wanted in the past.  

To help with saving their money, a majority (54%) of Gen Zs have a savings account. Among those who have a savings account, 43% 
report currently having a balance of less than $500 – including nearly a quarter (23%) who have less than $250. On the other hand, a 
quarter (25%) report having $500-$999 currently set aside in their savings account, while 31% of teenagers between the ages of 13-
17 have more than $1,000 saved up. 

Most Gen Zs would give themselves a passing grade when it comes to successful money management, with very few giving themselves 
a ‘D’ (5%) or ‘F’ grade (2%), and 8% saying that they simply don’t manage their money at all. Instead, one in five give themselves an 
‘A’ grade (20%) when it comes to successfully managing their money, and twice as many give themselves a ‘B’ (41%). Just under a 
quarter would give themselves a ‘C’ grade (23%) for money management.  

 Across gender and age, boys (25%) and those between the ages of 13-15 (23%) are among the most likely to give 
themselves an ‘A’ for successful money management, especially compared to their respective demographic counterparts 
(16%, girls and 17%, ages 16-17). 

When it comes to learning about money, parents/guardians stand out as being the biggest influencers, with more than eight in ten 
(84%) teens saying they turn to them as a source of information. Another two in five say they learn about money from real-world 
experiences (42%) or school class (42%), while three in ten report learning about money from their friends (30%) or siblings/other 
family members (28%). One in five turn to social media (20%) or television (20%) to learn about money, while the proportion who 
report learning about money from apps/personal finance tools (11%), extracurricular clubs/groups (8%), or other online sources (6%) 
drops to roughly one in ten. Only 1% are learning about money from some other source, while a similar proportion say they don’t 
learn about money at all (1%). 

 Social media (25%) and television (23%) are especially relevant among younger teens (ages 13-15) as sources of 
information, versus 16 and 17-year-olds who say the same (15% and 16%, respectively). 
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Among youths who learn about money from their parent/guardian, three quarters (77%) confirm that they are the ones actively 
seeking advice from them. 

Gen Z Earning and Spending 
Receiving an allowance (e.g. doing household chores to earn money) is the most common source of disposable income for Gen Zs 
(70%), although just over half also say that they receive spending money from someone who just gives it to them (52%). Roughly a 
third of Gen Zs are making money via their employment (32%), while less than one in ten are obtaining spending money from some 
other source (8%). Only 2% say that they do not get any spending money. 

 Receiving an allowance and being given money are especially common for those between the ages of 13-15, while having a 
job is significantly more likely to be a source of income for 16 and 17-year-olds. 

When it comes to accessing their funds, two in five currently have a debit card (40%), with 26% also saying that they have a checking 
account. One in five teenagers between the ages of 13-17 report having an ATM card (22%) or are an authorized user on their 
parent/guardian's credit card account (19%). However, a sizeable proportion (25%) say that they do not have any of these things. 

 Among those who are authorized to use their parent/guardian’s credit card, one in ten say that they were added to their 
parents account before they were 13 years old (10%). Nearly half (44%) were either 13 or 14 years old when they were 
added as an authorized user, while 39% were between 15-17 years old. One in ten (8%) aren’t sure. 

 Furthermore, most teens who are authorized to use their parent/guardian’s credit card use it regularly, including 14% who 
say they use it daily and nearly half who report completing a transaction at least weekly (47%). One in five (22%) use a 
parent’s credit card on a monthly basis, while 12% use it only once or twice a year. Very few teens with access/ 
authorization to use their parent/guardian’s credit say that they never use it (4%). 

When it comes to their personal experience with different financial transactions/practices, youths are more likely to report having 
made a purchase with a debit card (45%) or used an online account/app to purchase something (40%) versus using a credit card (25%). 
Similar proportions – roughly two in five – report having made a deposit (39%) or withdrawal (35%) at a bank, ATM or other financial 
institution. Gen Z are least likely to have had experience balancing a checkbook (16%) or writing checks (12%) although at least one in 
ten have done these things. Only 5% haven’t done any of these, and 1% are not sure. 

In terms of things teens think about before making a purchase, the cost of an item (73%) is most likely to be a point of consideration, 
while more than half are also likely to consider whether or not they have enough money saved up before buying something (58%). 
The quality of an item (46%) is also an important factor to consider for more than two in five, more so than a product’s brand name 
(37%). Similar proportions also report thinking about whether they need the item or not (42%) before making a purchase. Roughly a 
quarter of Gen Zs say that they factor in reviews/recommendations (27%) or acceptance by family/friends (24%) before making a 
purchase, and 19% take into account the reputation of the store prior to buying something. An item’s return policy is not as likely to 
be top of mind for teens intending to make a purchase, although 14% nevertheless think about this, while fewer consider something 
not listed here (1%) or do not think about any of these before making a purchase (1%). 

Gen Z Understanding of Credit 
Less than half of Gen Zs surveyed report being familiar with what a credit score is and how it is calculated (49%), including only 16% 
who would consider themselves to be very familiar with such concepts. The other half (51%) admit that they are not very/not at all 
familiar with credit scores.  
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When asked to indicate whether they believe different factors are included in or excluded from one’s credit score, credit card balances 
(78%) and income level (56%) are most likely to be seen as included, while just under half also believe that cell phone payments (48%), 
bank account balance(s) (47%), and a person’s age (46%) are included in a credit score. 

 However, roughly a quarter of Gen Zs report that they are not sure if age (26%), current bank account balance (24%), 
income level (23%), or cell phone payments (22%) are included or not when determining credit scores. Just over one in ten 
also admit to being uncertain if credit balances are considered or not (12%). 

Things such as buying a car (76%) or opening a credit card (72%) are seen to be most influenced by someone’s existing credit score, 
while nearly six in ten Gen Zs also believe that a credit score can have a large impact on one’s ability to rent an apartment (57%). Teens 
are not as likely to think credit scores have a large impact on things such as opening a cell phone contract (37%) or getting a job (28%) 
- although more than a quarter nevertheless see credit scores as having a large impact on one’s ability to do these things.  

When it comes to actions that can increase or decrease a person’s credit score, there is consensus among most Gen Zs that paying 
bills on time (80%) can have a positive impact on credit. Other factors are not as straight-forward for this group – for example, Gen Zs 
are just as likely to say that cosigning a loan (33%) and closing credit accounts (29%) can increase one’s credit score, as they are to say 
that these things can actually decrease it (31% and 28%, respectively). When it comes to checking one’s own credit report, nearly two 
in five Gen Zs believe this action has no effect on credit scores (38%), although one in five believe it can either increase (20%) or 
decrease (22%) it, and another 20% are not sure. Using a debit card instead of a credit card is another factor that is more likely to be 
seen as having no effect (41%) on a credit score versus increasing (24%) or decreasing (10%) it, while the other 25% are unsure here. 

About the Study 
These are the findings from an Ipsos poll conducted May 8-11, 2017 on behalf of TransUnion. For the survey, a sample of 1,001 
teenagers between the ages of 13-17 from the continental U.S., Alaska and Hawaii was interviewed online, in English.  

The sample for this study was randomly drawn from Ipsos’s online panel (see link below for more info on “Access Panels and 
Recruitment”), partner online panel sources, and “river” sampling (see link below for more info on the Ipsos “Ampario Overview” 
sample method) and does not rely on a population frame in the traditional sense. Ipsos uses fixed sample targets, unique to each 
study, in drawing sample. After a sample has been obtained from the Ipsos panel, Ipsos calibrates respondent characteristics to be 
representative of the U.S. Population using standard procedures such as raking-ratio adjustments. The source of these population 
targets is U.S. Census 2016 American Community Survey data. The sample drawn for this study reflects fixed sample targets on 
demographics. Post-hoc weights were made to the population characteristics on gender, age, region, race/ethnicity and income.  

Statistical margins of error are not applicable to online polls. All sample surveys and polls may be subject to other sources of error, 
including, but not limited to coverage error and measurement error. Where figures do not sum to 100, this is due to the effects of 
rounding. The precision of Ipsos online polls is measured using a credibility interval. In this case, the poll has a credibility interval of 
plus or minus 3.5 percentage points for all respondents (see link below for more info on Ipsos online polling “Credibility Intervals”). 
Ipsos calculates a design effect (DEFF) for each study based on the variation of the weights, following the formula of Kish (1965). This 
study had a credibility interval adjusted for design effect of the following (n=1,001, DEFF=1.5, adjusted Confidence Interval=5.0).  

For more information about conducting research intended for public release or Ipsos’ online polling methodology, please visit  our 
Public Opinion Polling and Communication page where you can download our brochure, see our public release protocol, or contact 
us. 
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For more information on this news release, please contact: 

Chris Jackson 
Vice President, U.S. 
Ipsos Public Affairs 
+1 202 420-2025 
chris.jackson@ipsos.com 

Marie-Pierre Lemay 
Account Manager, U.S. 
Ipsos Public Affairs 
+1 613 793-1622 
marie.lemay@ipsos.com 

About Ipsos Public Affairs 
Ipsos Public Affairs is a non-partisan, objective, survey-based research practice made up of seasoned professionals. We conduct 
strategic research initiatives for a diverse number of American and international organizations, based not only on public opinion 
research, but elite stakeholder, corporate, and media opinion research. 

Ipsos has media partnerships with the most prestigious news organizations around the world. In Canada, the U.S., UK, and 
internationally, Ipsos Public Affairs is the media polling supplier to Reuters News, the world's leading source of intelligent information 
for businesses and professionals. Ipsos Public Affairs is a member of the Ipsos Group, a leading global survey-based market research 
company. We provide boutique-style customer service and work closely with our clients, while also undertaking global research. 

About Ipsos 
Ipsos is an independent market research company controlled and managed by research professionals. Founded in France in 1975, 
Ipsos has grown into a worldwide research group with a strong presence in all key markets. Ipsos ranks fourth in the global research 
industry. 

With offices in 89 countries, Ipsos delivers insightful expertise across five research specializations: brand, advertising and media; 
customer loyalty; marketing; public affairs research; and survey management. 

Ipsos researchers assess market potential and interpret market trends. They develop and build brands. They help clients build long-
term relationships with their customers. They test advertising and study audience responses to various media and they measure public 
opinion around the globe. 

Ipsos has been listed on the Paris Stock Exchange since 1999 and generated global revenues of €1,782.7 million in 2016. 
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GAME CHANGERS 

« Game Changers » is the Ipsos signature. 

At Ipsos we are passionately curious about people, markets, brands and society. 
We make our changing world easier and faster to navigate and inspire clients to make smarter decisions. 

We deliver with security, speed, simplicity and substance. We are Game Changers. 

Ipsos is listed on Eurolist – NYSE-Euronext. 
The company is part of the SBF 120 and the Mid-60 index 
and is eligible for the Deferred Settlement Service (SRD). 

ISIN code FR0000073298, Reuters ISOS.PA, Bloomberg IPS:FP 
www.ipsos.com 

 

About TransUnion (NYSE:TRU) 
Information is a powerful thing. At TransUnion, we realize that. We are dedicated to finding innovative ways information can be 
used to help individuals make better and smarter decisions. We help uncover unique stories, trends and insights behind each data 
point, using historical information as well as alternative data sources. This allows a variety of markets and businesses to better 
manage risk and consumers to better manage their credit, personal information and identity. Today, TransUnion has a global 
presence in more than 30 countries and a leading presence in several international markets across North America, Africa, Latin 
America and Asia. Through the power of information, TransUnion is working to build stronger economies and families and safer 
communities worldwide. 

We call this Information for Good. transunion.com 
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